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Solomon J. Solomon     Mark Gertler   

The Breakfast Table     Rabbi and Rabbitzen   

Oil on canvas 1921     Watercolour and pencil 1914 

 

CONTENT AND IDEAS 

 

What do these pictures show?  

• Both pictures show a husband and wife in a room with food on a table.  

 

Activity  

Ask children to take it in turns to name one object they can see in either work of art.  

Anyone who repeats an object is out of the game. 

 

• What are the similarities and differences between the two rooms?  

 

Similarities 

Both rooms have a table with food and a cup and saucer on it.  

 

Differences  

• In Gertler’s picture the room is sparsely decorated. The only furniture visible is a bare wooden kitchen 

table with shelves of plates behind. The shelves are decorated with home-made paper cut-outs.  

• Solomon’s picture shows a well-furnished dining room with a fireplace and armchairs.  

The walls are lined with pictures, there are ornaments, silver candlesticks and a clock on the mantelpiece. 

The table is covered with a crisp, white cloth. There is a bowl of fruit on the table and a place setting with 

china and silver. 
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• What words best describe the mood of each painting? What do you think they are 

communicating? 

 

Activity 

Ask children to imagine they have just walked into one of the rooms.  Ask them to talk/write about it using 

some of the following prompts: 

What could they smell?  

What would the food taste like? 

If they picked up something in the room, how would it feel – hot, cold, rough, 

smooth etc? 

What is the temperature?  

What could they hear?  

How would they feel being in this room? 

 

What do the pose, clothes and setting say to you about the couples? 

In Gertler’s picture: 

• The couple are dressed simply.  

• They sit bolt upright and stare out of the picture.  

• Their expressions are ambiguous – they could be ones of wariness, stoicism, 

resignation or even defiance.  

• They have linked arms to emphasise their togetherness. Notice how their 

shoulders, arms and joined hands make ovals, rather like the links of a chain.  

• Gertler has exaggerated the size of their hands, perhaps to suggest a life of 

hard physical work. • This couple have a bare minimum to eat – a loaf of bread 

and a cup of tea, perhaps all they can afford. 

 

In Solomon’s picture:  

• The couple seem more relaxed.  

• They sit quietly reading their morning papers.  

• The woman is the wife of the artist and often posed for him. There is a portrait 

of her above the mantelpiece.  

• The artist is sitting opposite her. Notice that only his hand and leg are showing, 

not his face.  

• The fruit bowl is laden with oranges and bananas, both luxuries at the time this 

picture was painted.  

• The couple have a lot of possessions, suggesting wealth and a life of ease. 
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Activity 

Divide the children into groups of three. Ask two children to sit in the pose of the Gertler couple. (The third 

will be the artist.) How does it feel to be this couple? What are they like? Imagine a conversation that they 

might have with the artist. What might he ask them? 

 

FORM AND COMPOSITION 

 

How is the space organised in these two pictures? 

In Gertler’s picture: 

• The couple fill most of the picture emphasising their presence and giving a sense that the room is 

small and cramped.  

• The kitchen table tips forward, bringing the loaf, teapot and cup closer into view, as if inviting you 

to join in. 

 

In Solomon’s picture: 

• You can see is a wider view of a room, including a back wall and fireplace and a chandelier 

hanging from the ceiling.  

• The figures are smaller and are not the main focus of the picture.  

• Both the table and fireplace are cut off, suggesting that there is much more to the room than can 

be seen here.  

 

What words best describe the shapes, colours, lines, patterns, textures? 

In Gertler’s picture: 

• The shapes of the couple’s heads and bodies are rounded 

• These contrast with the sharp zigzags of the cupboard behind.  

• Notice how the bun of the woman’s hair echoes the shape of the cottage loaf and 

the teapot lid echoes the shape of the man’s hat.  

• Both figures and objects have outlines.  

• Both are shaded to suggest light and shadows. 

 

In Solomon’s picture: 

• There is a great deal of colour and pattern (particularly on the chairs and cushions) 

with lots of touches of gold and silver.   

• Neither the wall light nor the chandelier is lit but there are glints of sunlight 

reflected on the picture frames, the candlesticks, the back of the chair and the 

crockery.  

• The plain white tablecloth stands out in contrast to the chintz furniture. 
 

As a viewer how you are positioned by the work? 

• In Gertler’s picture you are positioned on the other side of the table. 

• In Solomon’s picture you are positioned across the room from the seated 

woman with a view of the whole room. 
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Does the work make you feel small or big? Do you feel drawn towards it or does it make you 

want to step away? 

 

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

Why did the artist choose to use the materials they did?  

 

• Gertler created his picture in pencil and watercolour.  This was 

probably a preparatory drawing for a painting.  

• Look closely and you will see the grid of squares that the artist 

used to help him position everything in his composition. 

• Solomon’s picture was painted in oil paints. Oil paint has the 

ability to give the illusion of texture, shine, temperature and solidity 

of the things artists depict.  

• In Solomon’s picture expensive objects, such as the gilt picture 

frames, the silver candlesticks, the silver tableware, the shiny 

teapot, the chandelier, glint and shine.  

• The rich red of the walls and the plump chairs and cushions make 

the room feel warm, cosy and inviting. 

 

• How might your response to the pictures change if the artists had swapped materials? 

 

ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

 

Mark Gertler 

Gertler was born on December 9, 1891, the youngest son of poor Jewish immigrants from Poland 

who settled in the East End of London. In 1908 he was the first Jewish student to enrol at the Slade 

College of Art where he was given a scholarship. He and other Jewish East End artists, who 

followed him to the Slade, including David Bomberg, Bernard Meninsky and Isaac Rosenberg, 

became known as ‘The Whitechapel Boys’.  

 

Between 1912-14 Gertler’s work explored his own origins focusing on the poverty and hardship of 

his Jewish background. He did many portraits of local people including his mother. He spoke fluent 

Yiddish, which probably helped him persuade local people to sit for him. 

 

Several important collectors bought Gertler’s work, including Edward Marsh, private secretary to 

Winston Churchill and Lady Ottoline Morrell, a rich society hostess, who introduced him to the 

Bloomsbury set. In 1915 he fell in love with Dora Carrington (1893–1932), another Slade art 

student, who left him in 1917, when she fell in love with the writer, Lytton Strachey. 
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Gertler was commissioned to paint a number of society portraits but often upset people with his idea 

of what his work should be like. He said, “I never set out to please. My greatest spiritual pleasure is 

to paint just as I feel impelled to do at the time,”  

 

Gertler was a pacifist. During the First World War, after the battle of the Somme, he painted his 

masterpiece, The Merry-Go-Round. This illustrated his hatred of war, showing stiff rows of soldiers 

and civilians spinning forever on a roundabout. 

 

In 1920 he was struck with tuberculosis and had to spend long periods in a sanatorium. He was 

often poor and unhappy. Throughout the 1920s he concentrated on painting still lifes and nudes. His 

colours became more subtle. In the 1930s he found it hard to sell his work and was forced to teach 

part-time. On June 23 1939, depressed by his ill-health, a badly-received exhibition, lack of sales 

and fear of imminent war, he took his own life. 

 
Examples of works by Mark Gertler in the Ben Uri Collection 
 

Portrait of a Girl  

(The artist’s sister Sophie) c. 1907 

Oil on canvas  

58 x 48.5 cm 

 

Still Life with Guitar  

Signed and dated 1935 

Oil on panel  

34 x 51.5 cm 

 
Examples of works by Mark Gertler in other collections    
 

Tate Collection  

Jewish Family 1913  

Oil on canvas support 

66.0 x 50.8 cm frame: 85.9 x 70.2 x 10.3 cm  

Painting Bequeathed by Sir Edward Marsh through the Contemporary Art Society 1954 

 

Tate Collection  

Merry-Go-Round, 1916  

Oil on canvas  

frame: 210.0 x 162.0 x 7.5 cm support: 189.2 x 142.2 cm  

Painting Purchased 1984 

 

Examples of other works by Mark Gertler can be found at Tate on line at: 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=1156&page=1 

 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=1156&page=1
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Solomon J. Solomon 

Solomon Solomon was born in London on September 16, 1860. He studied art at Heatherley’s Art 

School, the Royal Academy Schools and the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. He showed his first 

painting at the Royal Academy in 1881 and continued showing there for forty years, becoming the 

first Jewish Royal Academician.  

 

Solomon specialised in painting people, both portraits and dramatic historical or biblical scenes. He 

became one of Britain’s most successful portrait painters. His commissions included several of the 

Royal family, as well as leading professional men, including politicians. 

 

In 1897 he married and had three children. Solomon’s wife and children often posed as his models 

and he painted numerous informal pictures of his own family life and ‘wedding portraits’ of his 

relatives. His wife helped lay out colours for him and washed his brushes. 

 

During World War I he designed camouflage for concealing guns from the air, as well as for tanks 

and aeroplanes. He sculpted dummy heads to attract fire so that snipers could be found. He also 

developed hollow, metal and bark-covered Observational Post Trees where lookouts could hide 

along the front line. After the war he continued painting portraits right up until his death on 27 July 

1927. 

 
Examples of work by Solomon J. Solomon in the Ben Uri  
 

The Field: The Artist’s Daughter on a Pony  

Signed (with monogram) 

Oil on canvas  

146 x 184 cm 

 

Reclining Woman  

Signed with initials 

Oil on canvas laid panel  

24.2 x 23 cm 

 

Examples of works by Solomon J. Solomon in other collections  

Tate Collection  

A Family Group: The Artist's Wife and Children: `Papa Painting!'  1905 

Oil on canvas 

support: 161.3 x 175.3 cm 

painting 

Presented by the artist's widow 1938 

 

Examples of other works by Solomon J. Solomon can be found at Tate on line at: 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=1961&page=1 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=1961&page=1
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